This paper presents a panel of data about material culture in early modern Venice. The data are taken from three samples of Venetian probate inventories drawn up voluntarily from Venetian widows in the years 1510-1615, at intervals of roughly fifty years. The entire period has been divided into two subgroups of three years each (1511)(1512)(1513)(1560)(1561)(1562), and one of six years (1610)(1611)(1612)(1613)(1614)(1615). The selection of goods tries to reflect the variety of objects appearing in written lists of Venetian interiors (pieces of furniture, paintings, musical instruments, tableware, cloths), though it aims to present a view of domestic interiors in early modern Venice that pays special regard to less essential goods.
W o r k i n g P a p e r s D e p a r t m e n t o f E c o n o m i c s C a ' F o s c a r i U n i v e r s i t y o f V e n i c e N o . 1
Source
My database draws on 1,389 inventories from a single archival source among those stored at the Archivio di Stato in Venice 2 . Homogeneous archival sources for inventories are scarce in Venice, and those preserved date mostly from the end of 16 th century. I excluded notarial registers as a source simply because they are too vast. 3 Apart from notarial acts, the only other continuous source of inventories from the early 16 th century is the 1 The idea for some serious research into 16 th century Venetian inventories focused on art objects to result in a database, is Michel Hochmann's (École Pratique des Hautes Études, Paris). To realize it as part of a larger research project on art collecting in Venice during modern period (Il collezionismo d'arte a Venezia dalle origini al primo Ottocento), funded by the Fondazione di Venezia, is the initiative of Stefania Mason (Università di Udine). Results for art objects, taken from the dataset, will be shortly published in a separate essay. I wish to thank Neil de Marchi (Duke University) for his precious help. 2 Archivio di Stato di Venezia [= ASVe], Giudici del proprio, Mobili, [21] [22] [23] [24] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] A notarial series with a dozen of registers with 16 th century inventories (ASVe, Miscellanea notai diversi, bb. 34-45) has been excluded because the number of inventories is small and their nature is unclear.
Mobili in the archive of the Giudici del proprio, one of the six courts of law 4 . This is the source I have chosen to use. According to Venetian legislation, the court of Proprio was able to compensate a widow (or her heirs) for the value of her dowry (returned to her when her husband died, less one third except by special arrangement) in cases involving disagreement with her husband's family 5 . By presenting her marriage contract and the amount paid as a dowry within one year and one day after her husband's death (a special act called a vadimonio), the widow obtained possession of all or some of the goods with which she had been living and, provided the dowry's value was higher, that of properties possessed outside
Venice and -kept at the end -that of estates in Venice. Approved inventories were required in all cases 6 and were meant to contain a detailed list of movable objects and properties. Information on the size of the family was given only occasionally, and never on the age of the deceased. Since legal inventories were drawn up only in case of disagreement, the ones gathered from the Giudici del proprio do not represent the whole population of widows (or their heirs) recovering dowries in every period, but only that portion involved in intrafamily disputes.
Further, this archival series (the Mobili of the Giudici del proprio) contains registers of probate inventories mostly relating to goods and credits; land and estates were catalogued elsewhere. Among its peculiarities is the fact that the lists of items are those compiled by widows or their heirs. The first register is dated 1511 (earlier registers are missing, as are those for the years from 1514 to [April] 1529). All inventories for the selected years have been included, none being either specially selected or removed, except for inventories which are visibly incomplete (e.g. those containing only clothes, or only jewels). These were ignored.
4 The so-called Corti di palazzo (Giudici del proprio, Giudici al forestier, Giudici di petizion, Giudici dell'esaminador, Giudici del procurator, Giudici del mobile) came from the Curia Ducis, a judicial committee already present in the 10 th century; the court of Proprio descended directly from the Curia Ducis, while the other five courts were created between the end of 12 th and the end of 13 th centuries (Da Mosto 1937, pp. 89-94) . 5 The function of the Venetian dowry seems to have consisted in anticipating the father's inheritance, though leaving possibility for other bequests, and leaving women arranging their own possessions even without their husbands' consent; the husband retained the usufruct on a dowry during the marriage : Bellavitis 1995; Ead. 2001 , pp. 141-154. 6 Guida generale 1994 Gathering evidence for material culture in early modern Venice Schuurman 1980, and Brewer and Porter 1993 . 8 "Material culture should refer to that world of goods as it exists, is used and is given meaning by the inhabitants of that world. It is a static concept (no pejorative meaning is intended), one that probate inventories, which give a snapshot of that world at the time of the owner's death, are well suited to address. Consumer demand refers to behaviour that changes, augments, replenishes or diminishes the goods accessible to the individual. It is a dynamic concept, and the probate inventory does not address it directly." De Vries 1993 , p. 102. 9 Shammas 1977 , pp. 676-677. 10 Penny 2005 , p. 586. 11 See Van Zande, 1999 comparison with available population data demonstrates that the archival source selected includes the whole range of socio-economic groups living in Zannini 1993) . Estimates are that patricians comprised 4% of the total population (excluding those in religious orders and children); cittadini 9%; popolani 86%; and Jews 2,25% (Zannini 1993, pp. 99-101) . The 773 gathered inventories for the period 1610-1615 break down into 11% of patricians, 16% of cittadini, 71% of popolani, and 2% of Jews, whereas I calculated inventories where the occupation of the deceased is not mentioned (28% of the total) for ¾ popolani and for ¼ cittadini (patricians are always accompanied by the title of Nobil Homo and thus do not constitute part of this 28%). As we would expect, our inventories contain more than a representative proportion of richer classes (patriciate and cittadini) and fewer of "common" people.
his death 14 . Incompleteness of inventories becomes more relevant the higher the social and economic status of the legal owner (the deceased husband) and thus the higher the value of the dowry -because a lesser proportion of mobile objects was necessary to cover dowry claims 15 . Marina, widow of the patrician Alvise Zorzi, in 1512 had only to list clothes, tapestries, a few linens, silver and jewellery in order to reach the 3,000 ducats she needed, though it is likely that the palazzo in which she lived was richly furnished with things not listed 16 . Another patrician, Alessandro Marcello, who seems to have lived with his parents in their palazzo, in the same year listed only a quarter of the goods in his father's house, for the purpose of recovering, as heir of his deceased mother, his own portion of the dowry 17 .
Unfortunately, very few of the inventories in my chosen source specify that they are complete in listing all relevant goods. In some instances it is obvious that there is incompleteness (e.g., only clothes are listed), and in others (especially of patricians and cittadini) listed goods only reach the fixed amount of the declared dowry (which it was normal to specify). But for the most part it is impossible to establish whether the goods are all those existing in the house. For this reason the summary tables at the end consider the quality of selected goods (their presence in each group of inventories), not their quantity.
A second peculiarity of my source is that dowry inventories are highly ambiguous, due to the fact that, under Venetian law, a widow had five possibilities for proving the value of a dowry and requesting that it be granted by the court of the Proprio: (i) the value of dowry in a vadimonio;
(ii) presenting a list of the components of a dowry itself (though the archival registers of the Mobile, as a counterpart, also often contain inventories drawn in the husbands' homes and/or workshops); (iii) a widow's marriage contract; (iv) the testimony of some witnesses, or of relatives, attesting to the value; or (v) a document written by her husband doing the same 18 .
Within the inheritance structure of Renaissance Italy, the 'family house' seems to be fundamentally a male asset, but houses were also spaces "where the lives of men and women intertwined and generations succeeded one another". In Venice, in particular, women could own some movable goods, and real property as well, in spite of legal restrictions that from the 12 th century increasingly excluded women from owning land or houses, while rich brides usually took with them, leaving their fathers' houses, many familiar possessions (such as trousseaus, jewellery, chests and similar pieces of furniture) 19 . If some of the listed goods, then, pertain expressly to the husband's family since the husband retained the usufruct on the dowry during the marriage -in patrician inventories tapestries often bore the coat of arms of the husband (and often both husband's and wife's), and in artisans' inventories the widow presented the content of the workshop her husband ruled over -many others seem to belong to a woman's world.
These might include flax to be spun; moreover, lists begin always in bedrooms and end with the exact content of the kitchen, or with the widow's own clothes 20 . 
Entries
In compiling the database I have had to select among goods. One principle applied has been to include only items which remained in use throughout given up for the sake of continuity.
All kinds of items become more common as the sixteenth century progresses, reflecting an expansion in the size of houses, an increase in furniture devoted to specific purposes and the specialization of rooms 26 . Bellavitis, Chabot 2006 , p. 79. 25 Fortini Brown 2006b , p. 188. 26 Fortini Brown 2006a Goldthwaite 1995, pp. 243-244. What might be read as a desire for the refinements associated with a more 'aristocratic' lifestyle, though also as a liking for variety, is reflected in the increased differentiation among goods inventoried, especially by patricians and rich citizens. Possibly an indication of the former is the listing of eight cutlery cloths (peze da forbir cortelli) in her 1562 inventory by noblewoman Lucieta Giustinian, widow of Nicolò Marcello, in a compilation that otherwise contained only silver, tapestries, linens and clothes 27 . Some kinds of commodities, on the other hand, tapestries among them, though very popular at the beginning of the century, diminished in relative importance as it progressed, marking a shift in decorating style possibly due to a diminution in availability in the Northern countries where tapestries were usually made. If that were to blame, however, it would reflect a lagged effect of an earlier shift in the Burgundian court itself away from tapestry collecting 28 . That shift might have been greeted with relief by the less wealthy nobility and high bourgeosie, to whom it also gave more freedom to fill their walls with a variety of paintings, a change very noticeable in Venetian inventories, though even more striking in mid-level inventories (by value) than at the very top (see Table 3 ).
Though less durable items leave lesser or no residue in the probate inventories 29 , they are often mentioned, as in the kitchenware or the poor quality linens said to be of no value (de poco momento, de niun momento). Baulant 1989, p. 287 . In the region of Meaux (France) during the 17 th century books almost certainly were owned by city-dwellers, not only by those residing in the countryside, though they are not mentioned in inventories.
FURNITURE (NUMBER OF PIECES OF)
A great variety of pieces of furniture appears in inventories but only two kinds have been chosen: bedsteads (lettiere) and tables (tavole).
Wooden or iron bedsteads (expressing a more comfortable though also more expensive way of sleeping than using simply mattresses on joined boardstabletops -put on trestles), usually painted in green or red, sometimes gilded, were common in Venetian houses from the second half of the century, marking the development of a new lifestyle 31 . Tables are common in nearly every house at the beginning of the 16 th century as wooden planks mounted on trestles; they also became a more luxurious object as standalone pieces of furniture in the second half of the century. The dataset registered both types in a single column.
Devotional paintings, as well other religious objects, were also popular items among the furnishings of Venetian Renaissance interiors 32 . 31 The practice of naming a special piece of furniture for sleeping as "bedstead" is more frequent in the second half of the century. Bedsteads are common in 15 th century Italy (Thornton 1992, pp. 114-120) , but are rarely mentioned in the first group of Venetian inventories gathered here. In the middle of the century the cariòla (properly, a small, low bed with wheels for children or invalids; Cortellazzo 2007, p. 296) seems to have gained a certain presence in Venetian interiors. The number of bedsteads and mattresses on tables might be thought an indicator of how many people lived in a house, but of course it does not tell us how many people used to sleep in a single bed. Richer inventories have more bedsteads, as we would expect, given that these are more expensive items of furniture, though it is also the case that "horizontal cohabitation" (e.g. between families of brothers) was more common in richer families, meaning that larger numbers of people more often made up a household among richer families in the 15 th and 16 th century (Grubb 1999, pp. 141-145) . In the 1607 Venetian census (preserved only for the quarter of San Polo [Zannini 1993] ), the patrician Lorenzo Soranzo, for instance, was at the head of a family of 29 persons (5 children, 5 men, 6 women, 11 servants), while Zuanne Barbarigo headed a household of 18 (2 children, 5 men, 3 women, 8 servants and one priest). The house of a doctor contained 19. By contrast, the number of people living in artisans' households of the same parish (San Polo) varies only from 2 to 8. Biblioteca del Museo Civico Correr di Venezia, mss. Donà dalle Rose, 351. 32 "Sacred goods in the Renaissance Venetian household fostered devotion within the interior setting, while serving additional roles as protective devices, as aids for religious development, and as outward expressions of the family's devoutness and honourable reputation." Morse 2007, p. 152. Venice was the main clearing place in Western Europe 33 . Also included are tapestries, given in inventories with their measure in braccia and often listed inside cupboards (indicating that they were not always or simply no more used). Owning tapestries was a sign of wealth and might invoke negative judgements about excessive luxury 34 .
CLOTHS (PRESENCE OF
Since the variety of clothes and other kinds of textiles such as blankets, bedspreads, cieli da lettiera (bedstead coverings) is extremely broad, only the quality of fabrics has been recorded: silken precious fabrics (ormesini, tabini, sciamiti, damasks, velvets) , and semi-precious woolen fabric (cambellotto or zambellotto) 35 . Again, the sample is biased towards high value goods such as tapestries (as noted, more common in the first half of the century than later, when taste favoured gilded leather wall coverings) or silk fabrics, but since individual values of objects are not given in the chosen archival source, it is impossible to judge the real quality of many items, for instance clothes. The decision to record these four categories of textile goods is an attempt, therefore, to allow for the fact that they were often present in poorer households; for the results show how there is at least one carpet or a cambellotto coat even in lowlier dwellings.
KITCHENWARE AND TABLEWARE (QUANTITY OF)
This entry includes pewter dishes, pottery (glassware is only rarely given in terms of numbers, but it is mentioned) and porcelain. Earthenware pots, usually separated from dishes and basins, are not included in this sample. Pottery often is named as of Faenza, and, more often for earthenware, Treviso, while a special categorythat from Constantinople -has a separate entry. Latesin (milk glass) plates, common as dishware in our sample, represent an attempt by Murano glassmakers to comply with the taste for china from the 15 th century since 33 Denny 2007 , p. 191. 34 Allerston 2006 35 Ormesino is a light silk fabric originally from Ormuz but soon produced in Venice, and in certain amount imported from Naples and Florence; tabi or tabino is a watered silk taffetas; sciamito or samito is another pure silk fabric. The word cambellotto indicates a woolen, long-hair fabric, originally imported from Eastern Asia and made from camelhair. Davanzo Poli 2001, Glossario, pp. 191-206. latesino looks like china 36 . China is recorded separately. Other glass pieces (probably glasses and plates) are usually recorded together in chests or closed inside cupboards, but they are rarely named; they are therefore included here with latesini. It must be remembered that the new manners at table spread via Renaissance courts involved the ability to handle with ease (sprezzatura) a "wide range of fragile crystal and precious cutlery […] demonstrating one's mastery of courtly manners in the conpany of others" 37 .
The fact that glass is rare in inventories could indicate that it was not made for common use, for which pottery and pewter sufficed. It might also, however, reflect the fact that, being relatively inexpensive in Venice and of common use, it was not deemed worthy of special mention.
Silver cutlery, if often only a pair of pieces, was mentioned frequently even in poor inventories and might include knives, forks and spoons for eating, and items like small silver spoons for children (to be intended probably as auspicious gifts). Like other silver objects, silver cutlery could be pawned easily and might therefore represent a form of investment. Cooking cutlery (e.g. kitchen spoons listed in inventories along with pans and pots) has been excluded.
OTHER OBJECTS (QUANTITY OF)
"Miniated" (miniate) and inlaid weapons, often Turkish or Oriental, are here included only when they appear in inventories as objects paid special attention and exposed (e.g. in the portico or in the main entrance). The large numbers of common weapons such as swords or even hunting guns are excluded from this entry. Strings of pearls, whose presence is concentrated mostly in patrician inventories (see table 2) could also serve as a sort of investment goods, like silver objects.
VALUE All inventories in my sample were valued (with the exception of 22 out of 1,389 inventories). Estimates for single objects or groups of similar objects were not recorded in official registers but probably existed, and the valuation is the estimate proposed by the clerk of the court of Proprio, 36 Barovier Mentasti, Carboni 2007 , p. 285. 37 Taylor 2005 based on the advice of experts for special objects such as precious jewels or stocks in shops. During the 17 th century the practice spread of using experts to make their own separate estimates for use in inventories. It has to be remembered that the entry "value" in the dataset often means, at least in artisans' or shopkeepers' inventories, the combined value of stock and equipment in a workshop or shop, as listed by the widow plus the value of household goods. It cannot be used therefore as an approximation of the latter, just as it cannot be used in any instance as the value of total wealth. SOCIAL POSITION This entry records only the social position and profession of the deceased husband; only in the few cases in which the name of the husband was not written in has the status of the widow been used. The sample is thus strongly biased towards male status and professions.
Notwithstanding the presence in many inventories of female "tools"
probably not only related to the household economy (e.g. trimming
[cordelle] looms that were used by women as well 38 ), it is impossible to define from inventories a status (except for noble women, and, of course, that of widow) or a profession for the women presenting the goods.
38 But it has to be recalled that Venetian dowry inventories, asked by widows (or by their relatives or heirs), rarely declare who effectively owned the goods.
Summary tables
The following tables, modelled on those made by Lorna Weatherhill 39 , offer a summary of the complex of gathered information.
The symbol % denotes the percentage of inventories containing the good in question. Source: see text.
Citizens include professionals, international merchants and high status tradesmen, Senate secretaries and other high mansions in civil service.
Craftsmen/Shopkeeper includes every producer/seller of marketable goods, victuallers (seller/producer of food and food-related services), civil servants of middle-grade, and Jews. Labourers include unskilled workers, craftsmen at the Arsenale, fishermen, boatmen, servants. 123 (44%) 40 (14%) 21 ( 
